Further to the Metro Tunnel Project construction update distributed earlier this month, we wish to advise you of additional upcoming works in your area.

Works will soon commence within the rail corridor to install drainage infrastructure that will support the new platform and track at West Footscray station.

**What we are doing**
- Installing drainage pits and piping
- Compacting crushed rock under the rail tracks using a plate compactor and drum roller
- Removing and transporting excess material to Tottenham rail yard
- Removing and transporting excess material to a site compound on the corner of Rupert and Ashley streets via Sunshine Road.

**When**
- 7am to 6pm, Monday to Friday
- 7am to 1pm, Saturdays.

**What to be aware of**
- These works are expected to produce medium to high levels of noise and medium levels of vibration, including rock breaking and trench digging
- These works are expected to produce medium levels of dust. A water cart will be used to dampen the soil to minimise the spread of dust
- Construction vehicles will be accessing the rail corridor via Cross Street.
More information
To find out more about the Metro Tunnel Project and register for future email updates:

- metrotunnel.vic.gov.au
- 1800 105 105 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week)
- Press 2 and follow the prompts
- facebook.com/metrotunnel
- Subscribe to eNews or construction notification emails: metrotunnel.vic.gov.au/subscribe

It should be noted that this information is current at the time of printing, however due to unforeseen circumstances, changes may occur. Please visit metrotunnel.vic.gov.au for the latest updates.